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We report 89Y and 17O NMR (9 T) echo decays for YBa 2Cu 3O 7 and correct for contributions
from dipolar coupling 63,65Cu in order to isolate effects of vortex dynamics. We confirm vortex
localization in the solid state with rms displacements consistent with Langevin dynamical theory, but
with motional dynamics at time scales s10 100 msd some ,106 times slower than predicted. Vortex
migration over longer time scales is restricted to distances less than 1/100 of an intervortex spacing over
times as long as 100 ms, in contrast with the rapid long range diffusion occurring in the liquid state.
[S0031-9007(97)03068-8]
PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.25.Nf, 76.60.Lz

NMR echo decay techniques are promising tools for
addressing vortex dynamics in high Tc superconductors.
Such techniques have already proved valuable in problems
of diffusion and flow in charge density wave conductors
[1], fluids in porous media, and even in living systems [2].
In high Tc materials, however, multiple mechanisms may
influence the echo decays.
In this Letter we report 89Y and 17O echo measurements
on YBa 2Cu 3O 7 at 9 T. Our results are fully corrected to
remove the effects of heteronuclear dipole coupling, so that
effects of vortex dynamics are isolated. The correction reveals a sharp onset of echo decay effects at the melting
temperature not observed in previous work [3,4], and enables direct comparison with predictions from Langevin
dynamical theory. We demonstrate vortex localization for
the vortex solid state with rms displacements consistent
with theory, but remarkably, with motional dynamics at
time scales s10 100 msd some ,106 times slower than
predicted in the absence of pinning. Finally, we confirm
that motion persisting over yet longer time scales is severely restricted.
Aligned powder samples (,700 mg) of 17O enriched
YBa 2Cu 3O 7 were prepared [5] with onset Tc of 92.2 K
and narrow transition (70% of maximum shielding at
87 K). The Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill technique was
used to enhance the 89Y signal. Gyromagnetic ratios g
are 2p 3 577 HzyG ( 17O) and 2p 3 209 HzyG ( 89Y).
Figure 1 shows the 89Y transverse relaxation rate 1yT2
vs T, for three orientations (0±, 45±, and 90±) of the static
field (9.0 T) with respect to the sample c axis. The T2
time characterizes the decay of the spin echo height as a
function of twice the spacing t between the applied 90±
and 180± rf pulses; the decay is not exponential in all cases,
but T2 is the time at which the echo height decays to 1ye
times its value for 2t  0. The results are in agreement
with those of Suh et al. [3], where they report for 0± and
90± orientations; 1yT2 vs T exhibits a striking peak feature
for T , Tc . A modest peak occurs for the 45± orientation.
Suh et al. [3] attribute the peaks to vortex dynamic effects.
0031-9007y97y78(18)y3543(4)$10.00

One must consider, however, relaxation mechanisms
unrelated to vortex dynamics. Walstedt et al. [6] (WC)
identified the dominant normal state T2 mechanism for 17O
in La12x Sr x CuO 4 . T2 decay requires that the nucleus
experience a magnetic field contribution (parallel to the
static applied field H0 ) which fluctuates in time. WC

FIG. 1. 89Y transverse relaxation rate 1yT2 vs temperature
for magnetic field orientations parallel (0±), at 45±, and
perpendicular (90±) to the c axis of the aligned powder
YBa2 Cu3 O72d sample (Tc  93 K) at zero field, ,90 K in
the applied field of 9 T. The theoretical curves shown are
discussed in the text. Inset: room temperature (292 K) 89Y
1yT2 vs field orientation, and curve calculated from Cu-Y
dipolar interaction.
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identified dipolar fields from the 63,65Cu nuclear spins as
the field source responsible for 17O 1yT2 , and the Cu
T1 transitions as the mechanism of field fluctuation. We
recently [7] derived for the WC mechanism the following
approximate but highly accurate analytic expression for the
89
Y spin echo height M as a function of pulse spacing t:
Ω
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The sum is taken over all Cu neighbors of Y, ri is the YCu distance, ui is the angle made between the applied field
sid
and the Y-Cu axis, T1 is the T1 of the ith Cu nucleus, and
I is the Cu nuclear spin s3y2d.
Equation (1) predicts that 89 s1yT2 d will depend on both
temperature, through the measured T dependence of the
63
Cu T1 [8,9], and field orientation. Figure 1 (inset) shows
the measured room temperature orientational dependence
of 89 s1yT2 d, along with prediction of Eq. (1), with no adjustable parameters. The excellent agreement unambiguously specifies the WC mechanism of normal state 89Y T2
relaxation.
Figure 1 also gives the predicted temperature dependence of 89 s1yT2 d from the WC mechanism. For the 45±
and 90± orientations the prediction matches the experiment
remarkably well, including the peak just below Tc for the
90± orientation—Suh et al. [3] attributed this peak to vortex dynamic effects, but now it is clear that such effects are
not necessary. Only for the u  0± orientation is there
a peak in 1yT2 not predicted from the WC mechanism;
we present that this peak does indeed result from vortex
dynamics.
Figure 2 shows measured 1yT2 for CuO 2 planar 17O
with the field parallel to c, along with several theoretical curves. The long dashed curve is calculated from the
well-known “Redfield” mechanism of T2 [10,11], using the
measured 17O T1 ’s [8,12]. The dot-dashed curve results
from the WC mechanism only, using a expression analogous to (1). The short-dashed curve combines the WC and
Redfield mechanisms but still lies below experiment.
In order to match the theory with experiment in the
normal state, we must invoke effects of indirect 63,65Cu17
O nuclear coupling, mediated by the Cu electron spins
[6,10,13]. We model the effect as a temperature independent enhancement of the effective Cu- 17O dipolar coupling strength, with an enhancement factor of 1.58, chosen
to match theory and experiment at room temperature. The
resulting curve (solid) reproduces the experimental T dependence remarkably well, with the exception that it fails
to predict peaks in 1yT2 centered at ,70 and ,30 K —
note that an unpredicted peak at ,70 K [14] occurs for
89
Y as well.
3544

FIG. 2. Planar 17O 1yT2 vs T for field parallel to c, with
theoretical curves described in the text.

Taking the parameters of Millis-Monien-Pines (MMP)
[15], one estimates [13] a nearest neighbor Cu-O indirect
coupling which is ,12% of the near neighbor dipolar
term; thus the required value of 58% is surprisingly
strong. WC, in contrast, find that Cu-O indirect coupling
is negligible in La22x Sr x CuO4 .
Now we return to the “peaks” in the 17O and 89Y
1yT2 data (Figs. 1 and 2) which occur below Tc and
which are not predicted from the WC, indirect, and
Redfield mechanisms. We extract the “extra” relaxation
by comparing the experimental decay curves Ms2td at
each temperature with the theoretical Mth s2td as follows:
Ms2td  Mth s2td expf22ts1yT2 dextra g ,
(2)
with an adjustable s1yT2 dextra. Experiment confirms the
functional form [Eq. (2)] chosen; 17O curves, which are
crudely Gaussian above 76 K, are nearly exponential at
70 K, where the extra relaxation mechanism dominates.
Figure 3 shows, for 17O and 89Y, with H0 parallel to c,
the extra relaxation s1yT2 dextra divided by the respective
squared gyromagnetic ratio g 2 . The 89Y and 17O data are
in remarkable agreement. Two extra peaks are observed
for 17O, one at ,30 K and one at ,70 K.
The peak at 30 K is not understood; similar peaks have
been observed near 35 K in 63Cu(2) and 63Cu(1) nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR) T2 experiments [16–18] at
zero applied field; thus the peak is probably not related to
vortices, and we make no further speculations.
Two items demonstrate that the peak at 70 K is associated with vortex dynamics. First, the peak begins
its ascent from zero only below ,76 K, the temperature at which resistively fully vanishes for this applied
field (identified as the melting temperature Tm ) [19]. It is
widely believed that, above the vortex melting temperature, vortex motion is so rapid and of such large amplitude that the vortex dynamic effects on NMR are
“motionally averaged” to zero; [19–23] this is also confirmed in Fig. 3 (inset), showing that the 89Y inhomogeneous linewidth retains its normal state value until T is
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(4b) predicts that 1yT2 should scale for different nuclei
as g 2y3 . This limit is assumed by Suh et al. [3], who
model the system in terms of unrestricted vortex diffusion
[27]. Figure 3, though, demonstrates that 1yT2 scales
with g 2 , not g 2y3 , thus specifying the short correlation
time limit [Eq. (4a)]. Additionally, the functional form of
the measured extra decay is in much better agreement with
the exponential form of (4a). Thus, the short correlation
time limit applied, specifying that tc ø 17 T2 ø 1023 s,
and that one may calculate 1yT2 from (4a):
1yT2 ø g 2 khz2 ltc .

FIG. 3. Measured extra contribution to 1yT2 , divided by the
squared nuclear gyromagnetic ratios g 2 vs T, for 17O (open
circles) and 89Y (filled squares) with field orientation parallel
to c. Vertical lines label, for the applied field of 9 T, Tc
(90 K) and TR0 (76 K), where resistance vanishes. Inset: 89Y
linewidth (square root of the second moment), in Gauss, vs T
with the magnetic field oriented parallel to the c axis.

below ,76 K. Second, 17O and 89Y display the same
sg 2 T2 d21
extra (both magnitude and T dependence). Only a
vortex dynamics mechanism can explain this, unless it is
a remarkable coincidence.
What can be said quantitatively, from Fig. 3, about
vortex motion? To gain insight on the spin echo we
follow the “Gaussian phase approximation” [7,24,25]
formalisms based on the approach of Anderson et al. [26].
We postulate that superposed upon the applied field H0 is
a much smaller fluctuation field hz std (parallel to the static
field), having a time average value of zero and a mean
square value khz2 l. hz std parametrizes the time variation
of the local field experienced by a nucleus due to vortex
motion. We further suppose that the time dependence of
hz can be described statistically according to a correlation
function khz s0dhz stdl  khz2 l exps2tytc d with correlation
time tc . This yields the following expression for the spin
echo height as a function of pulse spacing t [7,24,25]:
Mspin-echo  M0 expf 2 g 2 khz2 ltc2 h2tytc
1 4e22ty2tc 2 e22tytc 2 3jg .
(3)
Two limits are considered, the short (4a) and long (4b)
correlation time limits,
Mspin-echo ø M0 expf2sg 2 khz2 ltc d2tg
for g 2 khz2 ltc2 ø 1,

∑

tc ø T2 ,

Mspin-echo ø M0 exp 2

1 2 2 21
g khz ltc s2td3
12

∏

(4a)

for g 2 khz2 ltc2 ¿ 1, tc ¿ T2 .
(4b)
(In defining the limits we use the fact that the values
of t chosen are typically of the order of the measured
T2 , the 1ye decay time.) The long correlation time limit

(5)

The absence of motional narrowing at 70 K further
specifies that khz2 l1y2 must be much less than the measured rms linewidth of 10 G (taken from Fig. 3, inset)— khz2 l1y2 ø 10 G—so from Eq. (5), and from the
experimental 1yT2 , we have tc ¿ 1026 s. Combining the two limits on tc gives 1026 ø tc ø 1023 s.
Corresponding limits on khz2 l1y2 are 0.3 ø khz2 l1y2 ø
10 G, and corresponding vortex displacement distances
(in units of intervortex spacing) are estimated as kx 2 l1y2 ø
khz2 l1y2 yf2s10 Gdg, giving 0.02 ø kx 2 l1y2 ø 0.5. This
range is of the order of typical Lindemann parameters,
quite appropriate for this temperature, T ø Tm , and confirms the restriction of vortex motion.
T2 relevant parameters may be estimated from Monte
Carlo simulations using Langevin dynamics, reported by
Ryu and Stroud [22]. They simulate vortex motion
in YBa 2Cu 3O 7 just below melting sT , 0.9Tm d and in
a strong field parallel to c. Their results indicate a
confinement of vortices over very long time scales within
effective restriction radii of approximately 0.1 intervortex
spacings, consistent with our findings. The dynamics
of the motion are parametrized by a Langevin time
scale t0 , estimated using the normal state resistivity and
Bc2 sT d. We used their calculations and estimated t0 to
estimate our tc , but find that the resulting value is some
106 times shorter than required by the experiment. The
very slow time scale apparent in the NMR experiment
may reflect pinning effects. It is also possible that the
slow motion observed is superposed upon the more rapid
motion predicted, which would be transparent in the NMR
experiment.
Stimulated echo experiments are effective tools for
measuring diffusion, as in, for example, the diffusion of
water molecules confined within biological cells [2]. We
apply the three pulse stimulated echo sequence as follows:
90-t-90-T -90-t-echo, using fixed values of t, 120 ms
( 17O) and 2 ms ( 89Y), and T values ranging from 1025
to 1 s. (In fact, we use a variant of the stimulated echo,
the “OE-CTPG” sequence of Ref. [28], to control for the
effects of 17O T1 decay during the time T.)
Figure 4 shows the stimulated echo height vs the time
T for 17O and 89Y at 100 and 70 K and a fixed value
of t, 2 ms for 89Y and 120 ms for 17O, for H0 parallel
to c. Also shown are theoretical calculations of the
decay, derived analogously to Eq. (1) [7] using the WC
3545
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FIG. 4. Decay of the stimulated echo height vs the spacing
T between the second and third pulses in the stimulated echo
sequence, for 89Y (squares) and 17O (circles) at temperatures
100 K (open symbols) and 70 K (filled symbols). Theoretical
curves, discussed in the text, are calculated for 100 K (solid
curve) and 70 K (dashed curve).

mechanism only, with no adjustable parameters. The Cu17
O indirect coupling strength used is the same as that
used in Fig. 2. The WC mechanism fully predicts the
data, out to times of order 0.1 s, for both 17O and 89Y, and
for both normal and superconducting states, including the
temperature 70 K, where s1yT2 dextra reached a maximum
(Fig. 3). Thus, the stimulated echo shows no effects of
vortex dynamics.
To understand the data we return to the Gaussian
phase aproximation [7,24], which yields the following
expression for the stimulated echo height, valid for fixed
t values and variable time T, and after correcting for the
WC mechanism:
∑

Mspin-echo sT d ~ exp 2g 2 khz2 ltc2 s2e2tytc
2tytc

2Tytc

2tytc0

2Tytc0

∏

2e
2 1de
∑
0
3 exp 2g 2 khz02 ltc02 s2e2tytc
2e

2 1de

∏
.

(6)

khz2 l and tc are the strength and correlation time for the
field fluctuation identified in the spin echo experiment.
Since we have shown that g 2 khz2 ltc2 ø 1, Eq. (6) shows
that this mechanism should not impact our stimulated
echo measurements. khz02 l and tc0 are analogous quantities for a hypothecated additional field fluctuation occurring over longer time scales, with g 2 khz2 ltc02 ¿ 1. The
absence of decay beyond the WC prediction thus demonstrates that these hypothecated fluctuations are not present.
Specifically, from (6) and from the experimental data,
one can show that vortex displacements occurring and
persisting, in a time averaged sense, over time scales
3546
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tc0 ø 100 ms must have g 2 khz02 ltc02 ø 1, implying displacement magnitudes much smaller than 1/100 of an
intervortex spacing. Further, any displacements of amplitude of 0.1 intervortex spacings or more must persist
only for time scales much less than 1 ms; such rapid,
small amplitude motions are precisely what is observed
as “1yT2-extra” in the spin echo experiment.
Results presented for T , 0.9Tm confirm a restricted
range of vortex motion with restriction radius 102160.7 intervortex spacings, and tc , the time required to sample
such a distance of 1024.571.5 s, some 6 orders of magnitude slower than predicted theoretically in the absence
of pinning. Vortex motion persisting over still longer
time scales is severely restricted. Motional narrowing effects observed above Tm imply rapid vortex motion over
lengths much greater than the intervortex spacing—the
behaviors above and below Tm contrast starkly.
We acknowledge helpful discussions with S. Ryu,
D. G. Stroud, and T. R. Lemberger. This work was
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Midwest
Superconductivity Consortium, under Contract No. DEFG02-90ER45427.
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